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About This Content

For everyone who is bored by the tedious noise along the highway, we've got something for your eardrums. The Fernbus
Simulator Multimedia Package doesn't just contain more than 70 licensed songs but, contains a fully functional Radio without

any commercials, professional moderation including Jingles, Small Talk and an interactive Traffic Report, Weather forecast and
new obstacles along on the roads!

FlashBass FM is a fictional German-speaking radio station broadcasting all over Germany with a wide variety of mainstream
music.

Visit http://FlashBass.de to listen to some of the songs running on the real web radio stream.

Radio free of ads

offline functionality
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more than 70 songs

Moderation with Small Talk and Jingles

Weather forecast and time check

new obstacles

interactive Traffic Report

Please note, the Traffic Report is restricted to the original Map of Fernbus Simulator.
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Title: Fernbus Simulator - Multimedia Package
Genre: Simulation
Developer:
TML-Studios
Publisher:
 Aerosoft GmbH
Release Date: 29 Nov, 2017

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: 7/8/8.1/10 (64bit only)

Processor: Intel Core i5 Processor or similar with at least 2.6 GHz

Memory: 6 GB RAM

Graphics: Nvidia GeForce GTX 560 or similar AMD Radeon (no support for onboard cards)

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 45 GB available space

Sound Card: Yes

English,German
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As good as it was at the time of release, this game has not aged well, I'd go with their newer products.. Definitely what I was
hoping for!
It's got enough variety where, if you get a bit creative with the Rate you play them, you can use these for a wide variety of
genres! Lots of sound and music files. I got it on a 30% sale, and honestly I think paying full price would probably still be worth
it, especially if you work with this program a lot.
It's unfortunate it can't be legally used with RPG Maker unless you own the RPG Maker rites to these songs, but, fromt what I
understand, this does grant a commercial lisence for Visual Novel Maker -- meaning, if I'm correct, you can sell VN Maker
games that contain this music. Definitely look into it to confirm.
Which, yeah, that's all I needed!

9.5\/10! Really beautiful music! It's gonna be awesome to use!. Mac users, DO NOT PURCHASE

Kind of upset there's been no word about the release of the DLC for Mac users. All info on the main game page pretty clearly
indicates that the game + all DLC would be available on both PC & Mac. I purchased a Season Pass, and am now in the
daunting process of trying to get my money back. I have received no word back from Steam or Feral customer support after
reaching out days ago. Been a longtime fan of the games. This is a big bummer.. Great value. $5.69 CDN \/ 68 asset = 8 cent per
asset!!!

or 4.99 USD \/ 68 asset = 7 cent per asset!!!!!

Thank you KingLeno.
. Loving this game so far. I'm set at max graphics, it's running smooth as silk, and I absolutely love all the new graphical effects.
The lighting and shaders on the ships are stellar. Especially loving being able to use the open mic to play songs off of youtube,
but it doesn't always succeed. I had all the achievements in the original game before the DLC came out and added more, but this
game still feels fresh even after playing the old one. The gameplay itself is nearly the same as the original, but if it aint broke
don't fix it I say, more than fresh enough to justify a buy, even if you own the first.. It makes an already great game even better,
the name speaks for itself. Highly reccomend for any desk slammers Pog. The game starts to get hard after the 3rd episode.
Specially the last 4 games in each section. The achievements are very high. Not much can be done except "Campaign" (Maybe it
is for me.)
In the "Word" game there are only two languages: english and turkish. It's okay for me, because my native language is turkish :)
"Math" game is usefull for your child. Still, not for the very young. Already after a couple of equations it is getting harder.
In the meantime, the target for the "Classic" game is set to 0. I don't think this can be done. I made a maximum of 1.
The graphic is avarage, no music.. So, I would recommend it if you like difficult puzzles and snake games.. Sadly, this is an
example of Downloadable Content that lost a lot of opportunities to correct the flaws of ArcaniA.

I bought the DLC in a package and finished the Story.

Instead of playing it, if you want to know the finale, just search YouTube and watch it.
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Play ArcaniA only!. This is the best Pre-Production Plan Tool , If you are looking down the line plan for games and movies, this
is the boss! it lives as it says, very efficient way to work, brain storm, execute , a time saver ! Very Handy for teams or if you
are using for indie
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Money run.... before we get into this like many other reviews i have been playing this when it was a browser game when i was
around 10-12 when making accounts was free and then another company bought the rights to the game and i lost all my progress
i got like 4-5 skins then lost it coz of the stupid verification steps and 12 year old me did not understand it and gave up it was
fun while it lasted, anyway i bought on steam and i was like this should be a good one, i was correct it was a good game but i
wasn't having as much fun as i thought i would have so i refunded but if you're like 10 or so and dont like fortnite but want some
cartoon type FPS game like 12 year old me then this game is perfect 10\/10
if you're a teen and like real FPS better off getting a gaming PC and getting Battlefield and COD.. itzs garbage to hard to get
money not enought time :(. This is the software God uses to make galaxies. Play in room scale so you can throw the star matter
to form your own nebulae. Balance them on the end of your controller and maneuver them to your mouth and eat them. All the
while listening to your favorite psychedelic music. Pink Floyd's "Wish You Were Here" works just perfect. Gotta try The
Grateful Dead's "American Beauty" next. An essential Vive experience.. Fun, solid strategy. Great for quick plays. Great clean
pixel art and sound. Tons of replayability.. It's cute, and short enough that it only slightly tries an adult's patience. Great game to
play with your child. That is seriously one cracked out looking kitten, though.. You play as Jane, who hunts Others with her
adopted brother Jace. Jace was cursed by one of the Others, which are sort of witches. Others have been plaguing mankind for
some time. You have managed to track down the Other who cursed Jace so long ago. But she is also hunting you\u2026

The plot is thrilling, the minigames entertaining, and the HO scenes are fun. Worth the price.. Obscenely difficult, responsive,
and clever as all heck. Also there's hot animes.
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